
Unearthing Hyrcanian Forests, Mysticism And Music Of
Ancient Persia

Are you following the steps of Marco polo along the Silk road? In this tour you have a chance to sleep in the heart of the

Hyrcanian forest in Caspian coast and be delighted with traditional dance and music of ancient Khorasan region along

with the treasure of Persia in classic rout, all in one package. Khorasan means “where the sun rise” a fitting name, as this

region is located at the northeastern tip of Iran, where the sun is seen earlier to the country every day. It is the second

desert province of Iran and is also one of the biggest centers of producing “Saffron”. Here you will find ancient buildings

and artefacts from various empires and the monuments of the famous Sufis and Mystics of Iran. So get ready for the most

fascinating and inspiring journey of Persia.

Day - 6 Mashhad

Mashhad (B, L, D)

In the early morning you set off for Mashhad tour. At first, you visit Imam Reza Shrine (UNESCO). Then you go to

Ferdousi mausoleum and Haronie. Ferdowsi, the influential Persian poet and author of the Persian epic, Shahnameh

died in Mashhad. Haroniyeh mansion is the oldest monument next to Ferdousi mausoleum. It is shopping and leisure

time after having lunch. Last but not least, you go back to hotel and have dinner.

Overnight: Mashhad

Inclusions

15 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses 

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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